GEORGE WASHINGTON and the

CHERRY TREE
TANKARD
by JOHN A. EY, JR.

FROM A PATRIOTIC STANDPOINT, our national heroes are
apt to be too good to be true. Such is the case with our first President, George Washington, whose integrity is traditionally taught
by means of the much quoted real or imagined statement of
George to his father, "I cannot tell a lie."
As the story goes, never did any father take more pains with
his son than did Mr. Washington with George to inspire him
with an early love for truth. He counseled his son, "Whenever by accident you do something wrong, never tell a
lie to conceal it. I will then honor and love you for
the truth, rather than beat you."
The now-famous Washington and the cherrytree story was brought into focus by the recent acquisition by this author of a rare
l/2-liter German faience tankard, pewter
mounted, and dated 1776. The hand-decorated body of the tankard bears the image of the young George Washington in
the garden of his home standing next to
his father's favorite cherry tree. There are
so many different versions of the incident
that one would be hard put to separate
fact from fiction, but all center around the
words, "I cannot tell a lie."
The tale goes like this: When George was 6
years old, which would have been in 1738, he became the master of a hatchet. He was immensely
proud of his new acquisition and was constantly going
about chopping everything in his way. One day on a chopping expedition he unluckily sunk the edge of his hatchet into
the body of a beautiful cherry tree, which also happened to be the
pride of his father. Mr. Washington discovered the fallen tree and
came into the house and asked for the doer of the deed. Shortly
George and his hatchet appeared. "George," said his father, "do you
know who killed the cherry tree in the garden?" Young George was
somewhat taken down, if not staggered bv the question, but quickly
recovered. Looking at his father with a sweet face backed by thoughts
of all-conquering truth he said: "I cannot tell a lie, Pa, you know I
cannot tell a lie. I did it with my hatchet."
Mr. Washington, overwhelmed by his son's truthfulness, embraced
him and said: "My dearest boy, I am pleased that you killed my tree,
for you have repaid me a thousandfold. Such an act of truth is worth
1,000 trees!" In such a way may fathers guide their youngsters along
the path of virtue.
This cherry tree incident involving our first President is purported
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On the side of the tankard opposite the figure of George
Washington is the artist's conception of Washington's boyhood home, a far cry from the hipped roof and dormers of the
English style prevelant in Virginia in 1738. The birds in the
foreground are gaily colored Carolina parrots once native to
America but now extinct. The large bird atop the chimney
suggests a stork and nest, a common sight in many European
countries, but foreign to the State of Virginia.

Reprinted with permission from the July/August 1980 issue of SPINNING WHEEL, Vol. 36, No. 4.
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CHERRY TREE
TANKARD
The German artist's rendition of young Washington at the time of
the cherry tree incident belies his age of 6 years. Instead, he appears as a young adult, axe over his shoulder, standing by the remains of the legendary cherry tree, the severed portion lying on the
ground to his right. Washington's apparel more resembles the
lederhosen worn by rural Germans than the clothes worn by a rural
Virginia youth in 1738. Typical flaws in the thick glaze are accentuated in this close-up view of a portion of the tankard.

to have happened in 1738, but it was not until 68 years
later that a freelance S a l v a t i o n i s t , writer, and itinerant
book salesman, Mason Locke Weems, better known as
"Parson Weems," gave the story wide publicity. Parson
Weems was one of the first Americans ordained by the
Archbishop of Canterbury following the Revolutionary
War, but he left the ministry to become a writer and
book agent; he figured he could gather more coins by
selling books t h a n passing the collection plate. Weems'
books are n o t noted for scholarly accuracy, but more for
apocryphal anecdotes a n d readability.
The first edition of Weems' book The Life and Memorable Actions of George Washington, was published in 1800.
The fifth edition of 1806 first mentioned the cherry tree
incident. In the sixth edition in 1808 entitled Life of
George Washington: With. Curious Anecdotes, Equally
Honourable to Himself and Exemplary to His Young Countrymen," the tale was given prominence that propelled it
to a place in American folklore,
Weems has long been considered the fabricator of the
cherry tree story, and this has been widely accepted.
But now we come to a disturbing element. Did Weems
actually invent the story, or does it have a basis in fact?
The surfacing of the German tankard indicates that in
1776 even the Germans across the Atlantic had knowledge of i t . Weems apparently was a latecomer as far as the
story is concerned; 30 years later. This lends credence to
the idea that the fertile mind of Weems did not concoct
the cherry tree story, and supports some historians who
have dismissed the supposition that Weems was the originator.
The unfolding saga goes back to an article which appeared in the (Baltimore, Maryland) Sun datelined
February 11, 1932. The article stated that a small mug
would be displayed in an exhibit sponsored by St. John's
College in Annapolis, Maryland, at the Hammond-Harwood House, along with about forty other pieces of 18th
and 19th century pottery and porcelain, as part of the
commemoration of the 200th anniversary of George

The artist placed his initials, "A.S.K." and the date "1776" below the
figure of George Washington. So far, no references have been
found that identify those initials. The decoration on the tankard is
typical for the period and is commonly referred to as a "primitive"
style.
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Washington's birth. All items were said to bear a portrait
of Washington. It was also stated that the mug would
shed new light on the cherry tree story.'
St. John's College, formally visited by President Washington in 1791, and to which he sent his adopted son and
two nephews, opened the exhibit on February 11, the
date the 18th century Annapolitans were accustomed to
celebrate their first President's birthday. According to
the 1932 Sun newspaper article, the sponsors regarded
the exhibit as evidence of the tremendous contemporary
interest in the United States and abroad in the fortunes
of the new leader of the Western World.
What was considered the most interesting object on
display in the exhibit was the "Cherry Tree" mug, which
has a pewter lid and thumbrest and pewter rims at the
base and lip, and dated 1776 at two places on the body
and one on the lid. Also on the body may be seen a youth
in blue coat and buff colored breeches with an axe over
his shoulder gazing at a chopped off tree in a garden before
his home. Above the tree are the letters " G . W . " and the
date "1776." The birds in the foreground are gailey
colored parrots, then ascribed to North America. Beneath
Washington's figure are the letters " A . S . K . " and again
"1776." The dating of this piece is considered as indisputable evidence of the date of its making and decoration.
Dr. R. T . H . Halsey, a member of the board of visitors
and governors of St. John's College, said at the time of
the exhibit in 1932: "The initials A . S . K , are either those
of the artist who did the decorating or the man for whom
the mug was made." Without a doubt the A . S . K , initials
on the body are those of the artist, for the pewter lid is inscribed with the initials " M . S . L . " and a poorly defined
date which under high magnification appears to be 1776.
Traditionally, a name or initials engraved on the lid indicates the owner. Unfortunately, on the inside of the lid
three pewter hallmarks are practically obliterated obviating any attempt to identify the maker or pewterer.
Dr. Halsey further stated at the time of the exhibit in
1932: "Concerning the tale of Washington and the famous
cherry tree, on this crude bit of pottery, which has been
expertized as to date and genuineness of decoration by
every test known to science, hangs by a slender thread the
fate of the cherry tree story dear to all Americans and
which, until the finding of this bit of pottery in Germany
36 years ago (in 1896), was attributed by historians to the
2

prolific mind of good old Parson Weems. It may have
been that this appealing story was current talk in Maryland and Virginia and was wafted over to Germany by
one of the many German settlers in Western Maryland,
where the famous young Virginia Colonel was a wellknown figure."
From all of this it appears that the Germans were well
aware of the cherry tree story at least 30 years before
Parson Weems promulgated his opus. Dr. Halsey of St.
John's apparently concluded that Weems did not invent
the story at all, and that it may have had some basis in
fact. Some early writers have at times cited sources
which appeared to point to the happening as being a
matter of truth. We do not know precisely what enrichment this conclusion may offer to American history. And
we do not know if the cherry tree story is "appealing," as
Dr. Halsey stated, or whether it is "appalling." Whatever, the story was reinstated in full force in 1932 through
the exhibit in Annapolis, and again adult America would
have it as a moral lesson to the young.

Baltimore, Maryland Sun Newspaper, February I 1 , 1932, St. John's to
Show Cherry Tree Mug."
2

Positioned at the upper left of the damaged cherry tree are the initials " G . W . " and the date " 1 7 7 6 " . The artist made use of the l o o p of
the numeral " 6 " to encircle one of the many flaws in the glaze.
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(Please turn the page)
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Ibid., February 13, 1932, "Fair Mug".
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CilERRY TREE
TANKARD
The initials of a former owner, " M . S . L . " ,
are engraved on the pewter lid of the tankard e n c i r c l e d w i t h a laurel w r e a t h . Immediately beneath the initials, barely visible to the naked eye, is the poorly defined
date w h i c h , under high m a g n i f i c a t i o n , appears to be " 1 7 7 6 . "

The underside of the base has a typical
a p p e a r a n c e o f 17th a n d 18th c e n t u r y
faience m u g s and tankards. No incised
numerals, letters, or hallmarks are in evidence. A pewter ring to protect the fragile
faience f r o m chips and breakage encircles
the d i s c o l o r e d unglazed base of the
tankard. Rounded edges and innumerable
m i n u t e scratches on the pewter ring attest to its antiquity.

Now here is what readers will want to know about
the "mug" in 1980 descriptive terms: First of all, the mug
was credited with being the most uplifting influence in
the whole 1932 bicentennial observance of George Washington's birthday in Annapolis. At the end of the exhibit
the mug was loaned by its Baltimore, Maryland, owner
to the Baltimore Museum of Art. It remained on exhibition there some 22 years until April 1954 when it was returned.-It was acquired by another owner in New York
City apparently the same year, and it was from this estate
that this author acquired it in 1979. Just where the mug
was and who possessed it for the 156 years from the time
it was made in 1776 until the 1932 exhibit in Annapolis is
still unknown, as is the question for whom was it originally made? We do know that a Baltimore owner loaned it
for the exhibit in 1932, but where it was acquired, from
whom, and when, following its creation in 1776 in Germany and discovery there in 1896, is not a matter of
available record.
More facts: While the only references available refer to
the piece as a mug, correct terminology would label it as
a stein or tankard; it does have a full pewter lid, pewter
rims around the base and lip, and a pewter thumbrest; a
mug would have no lid. It is about a 1/2-liter size and,
while it may be called pottery, a more explicit definition
would be faience. The-workmanship and decoration are
unmistakably 18th century G e r m a n . It has the typical
flaws in the glaze that were common in early European
faience, and the decoration is the "primitive" style of that
period. The colors, too, dovetail with its other 18th century characteristics. There is no maker's mark on the
underside. The A . S . K , initials on the body of the tankard
are not listed in any available reference books of 18th
century German faience makers or decorators. It is hoped
that one of several German sources contacted may yet
come up with the true identification. One thing is certain,
the decorator may have been some four to five thousand
miles away from the source of the incident he was portraying on the body of the tankard, but he knew the
story some 30 years before Parson Weems published it.

body of the tankard, we see that his stature belies his
age of 6 years at the time of the incident. But we should
not hold the artist responsible, for his subject was thousands of miles away and the happening took place 38
years before. Who in America would have described
George accurately in a letter in German in the 1700s?
There is another small detail: George has an axe over his
shoulder as he looks to review the results of his bout with
the cherry tree. Americans have been led to believe that
the deed was done with a hatchet. The artist may have
had in mind a European version which it resembles, and
he also may have had the same thoughts about George's
home which appears very much unlike the 1738 home
with hipped roof and dormers of English style in Virginia
where George was born. The clothes George is wearing
also may cause some questions regarding authenticity
.or a Virginia youth in 1738. These little vagaries only
contribute to the historians' surmise that ripples of the
"George and the cherry tree" episode had crossed the
Atlantic to Europe long before Reverend Weems got wind
of it and forged it into an anecdote to tantalize his
readers.
5

This fascinating tale with our first President as the
central figure may well have deterred American youths
from telling lies over the years, but the uppermost questions remain: Who were the owners of this unique faience
tankard during the 156 years from the time it was created
in 1776, discovered in Germany in 1896, and exhibited in
Annapolis in 1932? We know only who loaned it for exhibition in 1932, but nothing of its history before that
date. Who was the " A . S . K . " who decorated it? Who was
the pewterer? Whose " M . S . L . " initials are engraved in
the top of the pewter lid? There are many unanswered
questions for which time may supply the answers, but as
of now the tankard decorator in Germany obviously
scooped the American Parson Weems with the cherry
tree story by a good 30 years.
•

George Washington, The Pictorial Biography, Clark Kinnaird, Bonanza Books, New York. 1967, p. 6.
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When we look at the image of George himself on the

A d d i t i o n a l C o m m e n t s t o the
P r e c e d i n g Article by the A u t h o r
For those readers who heard the talk
on George Washington and the
Cherry Tree Tankard at the 14th A n 5CI Convention in Cleveland last
July, here are some additional c o m ments and questions from members
• are of interest:
Several listeners questioned the fact
that George Washington appears to
be carrying an axe, while the legend
refers to a hatchet. Jack Lowenstein
commented that the German word
"Axt" would be used to designate an
axe, while "Beil" would refer to a
hatchet; the German "Axt" normally
has a doubled-edged head, while the
Beil" has only a single edge—which
is what is shown on the tankard!
Therefore, "A.S.K.," the German decorator of the tankard, upon hearing
by word of mouth or reading that
Washington had used a hatchet when
chopping down his Dad's cherry tree,
would have instinctively painted
Washington with a single-bladed tool,
albeit one with a long handle.
Several members asked why the "7's"
in the date 1776 did not have slash
marks through their stems? The slash
mark was not used in the 18th century
but was adopted late in the 19th century; it continues in use in Europe
today (to differentiate a 7 from a hastily written 2).
Another question asked: "When the
tankard was sold, did the auctioneer
mention that there was a large envelope containing provenance pertaining to the tankard included as part of
the sale prior to his asking for bids?"
No, he did not. All he said was that it
appeared to be an interesting piece
and that a photograph and pertinent
information was included in the estate
sale catalogue. Following the bidding
an attendant of the auctioneer revealed that the envelope existed and
that its contents were to be delivered
to the successful bidder.
Another member said that it was no
wonder that George Washington was
considered by some to be aloof, unfriendly, standoffish and austere; his
d e n t u r e s were made of w o o d !
Enough said!

The inaccuracy in famous paintings,
sculpture and engravings before the
advent of photography was further
emphasized by a member's c o m ments that two famous engravings of
Washington, one riding a great white
steed, and another a full-length
standing pose, were actually Washington from the neck up and Frederick the Great from the neck down.
The artist simply transposed the
countenance of Washington onto the
familiar physical structure of Frederick. Fences may have a locked gate,
but somewhere there is a key!
Several SCI'ers asked the probable
value of the tankard on today's
market? To venture such an estimate
would be extremely difficult because
of the historical character of the piece
and its museum quality. Although
obviously there is great disparity in
relative values between the tankard
and the Mona Lisa, the Venus de Milo,
and the Nike of Samothrace, there are
some objects, regardless of value,
upon which no monetary evaluation
may justifiably be placed.
—John A. Ey, Jr.

At Last. . .

An SCI Insignia!

Good News! At last we have a "Club
Insignia," a pin which every SCI
member can wear proudly to show
off his or her favorite organization. As
the photograph shows, the pin is in
the shape of a shield (% inch wide by
% inch high), divided into two fields,
the left one white, the right one blue,
with a silver beer stein in the middle.
On the stein, the initials "SCI." A VA
inch straight pin allows the insignia
to be worn on a lapel, on a hat, on a
tie—or wherever one wishes.
The pins were designed and their
manufacture was supervised by
George Schamberger. Quality is firstclass and every SCI member will be
proud to display one or more. The
cost: A mere $1.50 each. There is no
limit to the number you may o r d e r so it will be wise to place orders early.
Send your check in the amount of
$1.50 each for as many pins as you
want, made out to "Stein Collectors
International," to SCI, P.O. Box 463,
Kingston, NJ 08528. and please, include a self-addressed, stamped envelope to facilitate mailing the pin or
pins back to you.
Wear the SCI pins in good health:
Prosit!

Get Ready for Convention Fifteen
You are cordially invited to attend
SCI's Fifteenth Annual Convention in
Boston, Massachusetts, July 1-5,
1981. The Student Prince members
promise four days filled with renewing friendships, steins, beer and fun.
Headquarters will be held at the elegant Copley Plaza, Copley Square,
Boston, MA 02116—Phone (617) 2675300. Room rates are: $39-$47 single
or $47-$56 twin. Even though the
Copley Plaza is one of Boston's finest
hotels, they are offering us these terrific rates which will be difficult, if not
impossible, to duplicate in any Boston hotel. Please note this and register early to insure the desired accommodations. Paid parking is available near the hotel.
Included with this issue is a Convention pre-registration form. The convention package is priced at $200 per
single (one stein), $310 per couple
(one stein), and $100 per child under
18 years (no stein). A pre-registration
deposit of $100 per couple, $50 per
single and $35 per child under 18
years will be required by April 1,1981,
with the balance to be paid at registration time. "Walk-in" registration will
cost an additional $30 per person, so
mail your form now and enjoy the
pre-registration savings. NOTE: A d ditional steins will be available in a
limited number on a first-come (date
of postmark) basis. Additional steins
at the convention will cost $55 and if
mailed, $65. We regret that we will be
unable to offer any partial packages.
Many people in the last few years felt
that two big meals daily were more
than they really needed. This year we
have planned for only one meal daily.
Boston is known for its famous eating
places and a list of nearby restaurants
will be included in your convention
packet. We believe this change will
save you not only unwanted calories,
but money as well.
Every member of the Student Prince
Chapter is working to present a program that is educational, varied and
entertaining. The detailed program
will appear in the June issue of
PROSIT, but here are some of the ac-

tivities we have planned:
Wednesday morning, July 1, bright
and early (9:00 A.M.), our dedicated
Executive Board members will meet.
Board members please note this time
change and adjust your schedules.
Registration will start at twelve o'clock
and run until five. The "Early Bird
Dinner" will be held at Lombardo's.
Here we will have a chicken dinner
served with Boston's famous Italian
pasta and fine wine. The short bus
trip, dinner, tip, tax and entertainment
will cost only $12.50. Be sure to check
your registration form for the "Early
Bird."
Steins, Steins and more Steins: Art
Chapman has scheduled four interesting speakers to increase your
knowledge about steins. We are especially pleased to be able to offer
you this exceptional program, which
will include a lecture on Heinrich
Schlitt by Professor J. A. Schmoll of
Munich. Peter Spirito has arranged
two stein "Swap and Sell" sessions.
He hopes to have at least as many
steins as there were in Cleveland!
Barbara Statkum is in charge of the
auction, so please save your steins
and related items. Specifics on both
the sale and auction follow this article.
Additional information can be obtained by writing: T h e Student
Prince G r o u p of S C I , P. O. B o x
3552, Hartford, C T 06103.
Ray Lasky is planning our stein display. If his display ability comes anywhere near his drinking ability, it
should be a great display.
Great Food and Beverage: Thursday
night you will be treated to a fine
German Dinner at the exclusive Harvard Club. A German band and the
German costume contests will take
place at this time. NOTE: The " C h u g a-lug" contest will be held on Friday
at Crain's Beach. On Friday, you will
be treated to an "old-fashioned New
England Clam Bake." For this we
have rented Castle Hill, located on the
North Shore in Ipswich. We have exclusive use of the Mansion which is
located on 1300 beautiful acres.
There is even a private beach, so be

sure to bring your beachwear. This
should be a fun afternoon. Saturday
night the elegant Copley ballroom will
be ablaze with chandeliers—for your
dining and dancing pleasure.
Special Activities: These activities will
be offered to members, but, are not
part of the convention package. Many
of you have inquired about a trip to
the Student Prince (The Forte) in
Springfield. Ruppert will be happy to
share his wonderful stein collection
with you and to serve you a delicious
lunch at his restaurant. Springfield is
1 /4 hours from Boston. This will mean
that we will have to plan about six
hours for the trip. Unfortunately, the
only time this trip can fit into the
schedule is at the time of the first
"Swap and Sell" Session. Cost of the
trip has not been finalized. It is important to check the box on the registration form if you are interested in this
trip. Other activities will include the
Freedom Trail Walk and the Gray
Line Historic Tour of Boston.
3

There will be people on duty who can
help you plan these activities.
For Our German Friends:
Die Mitglieder des Stein Collectors
International und der Studenten Prinz
Gruppe freuen sich auf den Besuch
unserer Freunde, die B i e r k r u g Sammler aus Deutschland, und
wollen sie herzlich begruessen! Wir
hoffen das viele von Ihnen nach Boston reisen um bei unserer Tagung
anwesend zu sein. Ed und Tessie
Kehl, die fliessendes Deutsch sprechen, werden Sie bei dem Empfang
begruessen und Ihnen hilfreich sein.
Willkommen!
These are just some of the fun-filled
activities planned for Convention Fifteen. We promise you steins, great
food, and beer served New England
Style.
See you in Boston, July 1-5,1981.
Your hosts,
The Student Prince Chapter

T h e Boston Teaparty Auction
Barbara Statkum, Auction Chairlady
Our auction for the Convention of
"81 " w i l l be held from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. on Friday, July 3. There will be
an 8% fee to the seller only. The preview will be 11:00 to the time of the
auction. Reserved bids will be accepted and security provided.
Looking forward to seeing all of
you—be sure to bring all your goodies
for a successful auction.

Convention "Sell and Trade"
Sale
Peter Spirito, Sale Committee Chairman
The "sell and trade" sale will be held
on Thursday, July 2nd, 1:30 to 4:00
P.M., and on Friday, July 3rd, 9:00 to
11:30 A.M. Charge for selling and
trading will be $10.00 for / table,
$15.00 for / table and $25.00 for each
full table or show case. Tables will be
provided along with security. No-one
will be allowed to set up prior to 12:00
noon on July 2nd and there will be no
selling or trading until the doors open
at 1:30 P.M. This will allow all members a fair chance at all the steins.
1
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The New England traveler need not
venture far over the New Hampshire
border into Maine to experience the
flavor of the Pine Tree State. Approximately two hours from Boston,
southern Maine offers spectacular
white beaches, historic sites and a
treasure of great seafood,
Old Orchard Beach is one of southern Maine's better known resort
areas. Farther north, Boothbay Harbor offers spectacular views, fine accommodations and historical sites.
Here you may visit the Grand Banks
Schooner Museum, enjoy a picturesque boat excursion or simply roam
through the many shops, galleries
and restaurants.
A visit to Maine is not complete without a visit to one of the many outdoor
seafood restaurants to dig into a
lobster or two and a bucket of clams.

1
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Please contact us as soon as possible
so we can arrange tables for you.

For the inland traveler, two thousand
lakes and vast wilderness areas offer
superb camping and fishing opportunities.
For additional information write to the
Chamber of Commerce, Concord,
New Hampshire and/or the Chamber
of Commerce in Augusta, Maine. O

New Ceramics Museum
Scheduled for Construction
by Liselotte Lopez
Of interest to all SCI members w h o
attended the Hoehr-Grenzhausen
part of the 1978 convention is the
construction of a new museum on
the empty lot where our busses
parked just opposite the Rastal factory. Many interested collectors will
want to visit this new museum with its
displays of ancient to modern ceramics upon completion, now scheduled for the fall of 1982.
The Ceramics Museum in HoehrGrenzhausen, presently located in an
old school, has outgrown its premises. Some 20,000 visitors come annually to view its exhibits, indigent to
the region. Several years ago, plans
were made for the construction of a
new and larger facility. Architect
Scheubert, of Speyer, submitted the
winning architectural design. Land
for the museum was donated by the
owners of Rastal, Werner and Guenter Sahm.
The new project, at an estimated cost
of 8.3 million Marks, will rise just opposite the Rastal factory, on Lindenstrasse.

New England in July
by Joyce Pasco
New Hampshire's accessibility means
that you can reach its mountains,
lakes, resort centers or charming
rural villages in a matter of hours from
Boston over the most modern system
of expressways in the nation.
New Hampshire boasts the highest
mountains in the northeast. The
White Mountain region is awe-inspiring and steeped in the history of the
early American Colonies. This rugged
area contains streams, ponds, hiking
trails and plenty of room for camping,
picnicking and sightseeing. A c c o m modations in this area are many and
varied. A main tourist attraction is the
famous Old Man of the Mountain. The
region also has many facilities for
sports, theatres and small museums.

Keramik-Museum
Westerwald

Ground was broken on 1 October
1980, with excavation work to begin
immediately. Members of German
parliament, local dignitaries and the
press were on hand when Guenter
Sahm presented a large scroll, c o n taining the land deed.

G r o u n d b r e a k i n g for the new Westerwald Ceramic Museum: Mr. Guenter Sahm of Rastal
(right) reads the " U r k u n d e " (deed presentation) to the dignitaries assembled for this historic occasion.

Donations for the new museum came
from the State of Rheinland-Pfalz,
Westerwald County Governmnent
and the city of Hoehr-Grenzhausen.
Completion of the new Ceramics
Museum is scheduled within 18
months, to coincide with the 5th annual presentation and exhibit of the
"German Ceramics Westerwaldprize"
in the fall of 1982.

ors who usually would not be expected to purchase "Reservisten
Kruege."
A fair percentage of the Navy regimental steins will have screw-off lids,
normally with, a scene underneath
showing a naval motif, a picture of a
girl friend or a colored stone, thus
making these much sought-after variations.

Navy Regimentals
by Arthur W. Hechler
Some of the more colorful and larger
of the regimentals are the Navy steins.
They are most often found in the 1 - l i ter size with a large domed lid (fig.
1—SMS Coeln 1909/12), m a k i n g f o r a
stein that usually exceeds 15 inches.
The greatest majority are relief pottery, but porcelain 1-liter steins do exist; in addition, some of the earlier
dated pieces can be found in /2-liter
styles (fig. 2—SMS Kaiser Friedrich
III 1901/04).

The two types of finials most often
seen are those with a standing sailor
with flag, or a seated sailor. Some of
the flags may still have some traces
of a decal that was applied when the
stein was originally sold and makes
for a very colorful finial.

1

To the experienced collector, the
Naval regimentals that are most often
encountered are those named to capital ships, i.e., battleships, cruisers,
light cruisers, etc. The basic reason
for this is that large ships required a
large complement of men and this allowed for an overlap in the reservist's
training during his three year enlistment in the "Kaisermarine."
It is not uncommon to find a stein
named to a ship and also marked
"Matrosen Division," as this meant
that the sailor spent his time serving
on the deck force or "topside" while
aboard ship (fig. 3—SMS Bluecher—I
Matr. Div.—Kiel 1908/11).
Steins of those individuals assigned
below decks or in the engine room
will normally have side panel scenes
of stokers shoveling coal into the
boilers (fig. 4). Normally the front
panel will display the ship the stein is
named to, but, occasionally one finds
steins marked to two ships—and they
usually show both ships' pictures as
part of the decor.
If the ship was also part of a torpedo
division, it would not be uncommon
to have the unit designation as part of
the ship's name.
Navy regimentals named to ships that
had smaller crews are much more difficult to find and are usually sought
after by the more advanced regimental collector (fig. 5—SMS Torpedoboot S176 1910/13). The primary reason behind this is that smaller ships
were normally staffed by career sail-

Fig. 2—S.M.S. Kaiser Friedrich III, 1901-1904

This author has come across some
unusual Navy steins, one of which had
a bank lid: it had a coin slot below the
finial and had a trap door attached to
the rim of the lid to retrieve the coins.
On further inspection it appeared that
it may have been custom ordered that
way. Other unusual Naval regimentals
have had a seated Neptune as the lid
and finial and of course there is ECS
329 (sailor). Some collectors may
only want a representative piece in
their collection, while the more ambitious may only collect, for example,
those ships with China service or
ships that were sunk during WWI or
fought in major sea battles. But no
matter what you collect, one thing is
certain: Navy regimental steins are
becoming more difficult to l o c a t e but that is part of the fun of collecting.
Anchors aweigh and happy hunting!

